ABSTRACT Dendritic cells (DCs) migrate from sites of inflammation to secondary lymphoid organs where they initiate the adaptive immune response. Although motility is essential to DC function, the mechanisms by which they migrate are not fully understood. We incorporated micropost array detectors into a microfluidic gradient generator to develop what we consider to be a novel method for probing low magnitude traction forces during directional migration. We found migration of primary murine DCs is driven by short-lived traction stresses at the leading edge or filopodia. The traction forces generated by DCs are smaller in magnitude than found in neutrophils, and of similar magnitude during chemotaxis and chemokinesis, at 18 5 1.4 and 16 5 1.3 nN/cell, respectively. The characteristic duration of local DC traction forces was 3 min. The maximum principal stress in the cell occurred in the plane perpendicular to the axis of motion, forward of the centroid. We illustrate that the spatiotemporal pattern of traction stresses can be used to predict the direction of future DC motion. Overall, DCs show a mode of migration distinct from both mesenchymal cells and neutrophils, characterized by rapid turnover of traction forces in leading filopodia.
INTRODUCTION
Dendritic cells (DCs) are potent initiators of the adaptive immune response. These cells are stationed throughout the periphery awaiting pathogen entry, after which they mature and migrate to lymph nodes where they orchestrate lymphocyte activation (1) . To perform their function, DCs must interpret external cues to allow them to migrate through a series of varied microenvironments. For example, DCs are chemotactic toward soluble CCL19 and bound CCL21 (2) , use actin polymerization and myosin contraction for locomotion (3) , and are readily adaptable to migration on adhesive and nonadhesive substrates (4) . Although recent studies have focused on the mechanics of DC migration (5, 6) , their traction force profiles remain unknown. Because these cells are central to the functioning of the immune system, elucidating the molecular mechanisms of directional control and force generation in these cells would be key to manipulating directional homing in the immune system.
Force profiles during migration are generally classified as ''amoeboid'' or ''lamellipodial''. Initial work with DCs has classified them as amoeboid cells (4, 5, 7) based on their high degree of motility and rapidly changing cell shape, but this has not been confirmed or challenged with traction force studies. Amoeboid cells are rapidly crawling cells that exert relatively small forces. In Dictyostelium, a well-studied amoeboid model, forces are strongest at the contractile rear and weaker at the protrusive front (8, 9) . Similarly in fish keratocytes, another common amoeboid model, forces are concentrated at the sides and rear of the moving cell, with negligible force detection at the leading edge (10, 11) .
Initial studies of traction force profiles of neutrophils performed by Smith et al. (12) showed that these cells also concentrate their forces in the rear on an ICAM-1 surface. A subsequent study by Shin et al. (13) showed that for very short timescales on the order of a few seconds, the traction forces in neutrophils can oscillate between the rear and front of the cell. Overall, amoeboid cells move rapidly and concentrate contractile forces at the sides and rear of the migrating cell body.
In contrast, lamellipodial migration is slow and characterized by nascent adhesions at the leading edge, which mature into focal adhesions and eventually disassemble at the trailing edge (14) . This generates a force profile of relatively strong contractile forces under the lamellipod associated with growing adhesions (15, 16) , and detachment forces in the uropod as mature adhesions are released from the substratum (17) . Cell types that fit the lamellipodial migration profile generally include mesenchymal cells such as fibroblasts (15, 18, 19) , smooth muscle cells (20) , epithelial cells (21) (22) (23) , endothelial cells (24, 25) , and stem cells (26) .
In previous reports of spatial orientation of traction forces, the most common assay technique has been polyacrylamide gels embedded with nanoscale fluorescent beads. Bead displacements can be correlated to traction forces imposed on the gel (16) . These gels have sufficient resolution for measuring forces exerted by strongly adherent cells such as fibroblasts (16) or endothelial cells (27) , making them suitable for studying lamellipodial migration. Although the forces of amoeboid cells like neutrophils have also been quantified with polyacrylamide gels, efforts to use this technology to resolve the traction forces exerted by DCs were unsuccessful as these cells are substantially weaker than neutrophils (12, 28) . Therefore, to study DC force generation, we used the micropost array detector (mPAD), which has greater sensitivity than gel-based traction force microscopy (20, 29) .
To measure forces during dendritic cell chemotaxis, cells were cultured on fibronectin-coated mPADs inside a microfluidic gradient generator (30) , and presented with a 0.2 nM/ cell gradient of CCL19; the micropost array had an effective elasticity of 1.5 kPa. Using this system, we found that dendritic cells concentrated their strongest forces at the leading edge. We find that the line of maximal stress can be used to predict the direction of motion. Additionally, the force on a micropost has a characteristic timescale that can be positively correlated to the force on that post. Finally, actomyosin inhibitors significantly depleted force generation, but not directional navigation. Conversely, pertussis toxin (PTX) blocked navigation but did not affect traction forces, indicating these components of migration may be regulated independently. This study represents, to our knowledge, the first elucidation of traction stresses in dendritic cells, describes an alternative force profile for ameboid movement, and illustrates mPAD arrays as useful detectors for motile forces in fast moving cells that generate weak forces.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The experimental methods and protocols are described here briefly with a more detailed description included in the Supporting Material. The polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) microfluidic gradient generator was fabricated as described previously (30) . PDMS micropost arrays on glass coverslips were fabricated as in Tan et al. (20) . The effective stiffness of the microposts (~1.5 kPa) was on the order of mammalian tissue. The tips of the microposts were microcontact-printed with fibronectin to promote cell adhesion. Then the micropost array substrate was bonded to the microfluidic gradient generator using oxygen plasma treatment. Once assembled, the device was perfused with ethanol followed by DiI lipophilic dye to fluorescently label the microposts. The shafts of the posts were then blocked with Pluronic F127 (BASF, Florham Park, NJ) to prevent cells from crawling down the gaps between posts. Murine dendritic cells (DCs) were obtained by culturing stem cells harvested from mouse femurs for seven days in the presence of granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor and then matured for 24 h in the presence of lipopolysaccharide. For experiments, DCs were perfused into the microfluidic device and allowed to adhere to the microposts for 10 min before timelapse images of the cells and underlying microposts were acquired.
Pharmacological inhibition of cells, if any, was performed for 1 h (blebbistatin and Latrunculin A) or 24 h (PTX) before the experiment. In all experiments, chemotaxis was driven by a linear soluble gradient of 0-20 nM CCL19. The force exerted by DCs on each post was determined by a custom-written MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA) script (21) . Briefly, acquired timelapse images were rotated and registered, a region of interest was defined, and the centroids of the posts were automatically determined. The cells were outlined to follow their movement over posts within the region of interest. Forces were then computed by multiplying the displacements of attached posts with the spring constant of the microposts, which is 1.9 nN/mm. The lines of maximal stress and front-rear distribution of forces were calculated using custom-made MATLAB software). To determine the timescale of single-post deflections, half-max full-width analysis was performed on the raw post-displacement data. The timescales of post deflections were fit to a log-normal distribution to extract the mean and median values.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

DC migration on micropost surfaces
We measured the motility of dendritic cells on fibronectincoated micropost arrays of 1.5 kPa elasticity, in the presence and absence of chemokine gradients. During chemokinesis, in the absence of a chemokine gradient, DCs migrated randomly at an average velocity of 2.3 5 0.5 mm/min on the micropost array (see Movie S1 in the Supporting Material), similar to their velocity on other substrates (2, 5, 31) . The random motility coefficient on the mPAD surface was 48 mm 2 /min, slightly lower than on glass substrates (30) . Because substrate mechanics often affect migration parameters, this difference may be due to the reduced perceived stiffness of the substrate (32) . During chemokinesis, we measured the average strain energy over the cell to be 2.4 5 0.6 fJ. Overall, DC migration was not significantly altered by the micropost surface.
Next, we used a microfluidic gradient generator in combination with the micropost array surface to present DCs with a chemokine gradient while monitoring their traction forces ( Fig. 1 , and see Movie S2). We found that DCs concentrate integrin-based contractile forces at the leading edge, with almost no force at the trailing edge (Fig. 2 A) . This pulling force is often characterized by a highly localized contraction of two to three microposts in which the net force is always pulling toward the nucleus. This force must be counterbalanced at the rear, and we observed these counterbalancing forces to be diffuse, weak adhesions under the cell body. The average force on a micropost exerted by DCs during chemotaxis was 0.55 5 0.4 nN, giving rise to a total cellular strain energy of 2.6 5 0.2 fJ (Fig. 2, E and F) .
DC forces depend on actomyosin, but not gradient sensing
The key components of cell motility are actin-based polymerization, myosin-based contraction, integrin-based adhesion, and GPCR-based signaling/polarity (5). To disrupt actin polymerization, we used the chemical inhibitor Latrunculin A. In the absence of actin polymerization, motility was completely abrogated (Fig. 2, C and G, and see Movie S3), and force transmission to the microposts was minimal (Fig. 2 , C, E, and F) as cells failed to spread on the substrate (Fig. 2 I) . After treatment with blebbistatin to disrupt myosin II-based contractility, cells displayed slower speeds (Fig. 2 G) and >50% reduction in traction forces (Fig. 2, B , E, and F, and see Movie S4). We also used PTX to disrupt chemokine signaling from the extracellular gradient (Fig. 2 H) . This treatment gave only a slight reduction in force per post (Fig. 2 F , and see Movie S5), while the average cellular force was not affected (Fig. 2, D and E) because the treated cells had a greater spread area (Fig. 2 I) . Taken together, these data Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2620-2628
show that in DCs, traction force and speed are correlated, but traction forces are somewhat independent of gradient sensing.
DC traction stresses are concentrated at the leading edge
Because dendritic cells form individual adhesions on each attached micropost during locomotion (5), we were able to directly measure the contractile stresses exerted through distinct adhesions. We found that traction forces are stronger under the leading edge than either the nucleus or the rear of the cell. This was quantified by finding the line of maximal stress along the axis of motion (Fig. 3 A, dashed line) . The axis of motion was determined by the vector from the current cell centroid to the next cell centroid,~3 min later. Because contractile force transmitted through adhesions is generally directed inward, if forces are strongest at the front we should expect diffuse counterbalancing forces under the trailing cell body resulting in maximal stress in front of the cell centroid. For DCs, we find that the line of maximal stress is typically located in front of the cell centroid ( Fig. 2 A and Fig. 3 B) . Even when gradient sensing was lost by PTX inhibition, the point of maximal stress was still generally in front of the centroid (Fig. 3 C) , meaning that forces are still concentrated at the leading edge in the absence of asymmetric GPCR signaling. Treatment with actomyosin inhibitors greatly reduced traction stresses, and shifted the point of maximal stress toward the cell centroid (Fig. 3, D and E) , leading to the loss of directional information in the migrating cell.
DC tractions stresses predict direction of motion
Using a single traction map, the direction of motion can be predicted a priori. As a prediction, we searched the traction map for the dividing line across which there was maximal stress (Fig. 4 A, black line) , and compared it to the line perpendicular to the observed direction the cell moved over the next 5 min. The angle subtended by these lines (Q) describes the agreement between our proposed prediction and experimental outcome. For mature dendritic cells migrating in a strong gradient of CCL19 (Fig. 4 B) , we found that Q is small (Fig. 4 C) , indicating that the line of global maximal stress is close to perpendicular to the direction of motion. Combined with information about the cell centroid, this line gives accurate predictions for the direction of motion. Again, when PTX is used to disrupt gradient perception and induce random migration, the line of maximal stress still predicts the direction of motion, though with less accuracy, as Q is not as tightly distributed at~0 and 180 (Fig. 4 D) . Actomyosin inhibitors further widen the distribution of Q, decreasing the sensitivity of the prediction, but the maximal stress may still be used to give a rough indication of directionality (Fig. 4, E and F) . We propose that a global search of the traction stresses from a snapshot in time can be used to predict the direction of dendritic cell migration.
Temporal duration of dendritic cell traction stresses
DCs are highly motile amoeboid cells, moving on small timescales when compared to epithelial cells or fibroblasts. deflections as the DC leading edge approached, bound, and released the post (Fig. 5, A and B) . Because the post deflections resemble a pulse waveform, the characteristic timescale (t) was determined using a full-width, half-max analysis of the force profile over time (Fig. 5 C) . By accumulating data from posts at the leading edge of many cells and fitting to a log-normal distribution (m ¼ 0.85, s ¼ 0.72), we found an average lifetime (t) of 3.0 min with a median of 2.3 min. Deflection durations sometimes extended to over 6 min and these longer durations were associated with greater maximum forces exerted on the post. In general, t and F max are correlated (Fig. 5 E) , indicating a constant rate of energy input from the cell. In the relatively fast-moving DC, the greatest forces under the leading edge have a characteristic lifetime that is determined by the magnitude of force the cell applies to the substrate.
CONCLUSION
Microfluidic devices have become popular for delivering stable chemotactic gradients to cells (33) (34) (35) (36) . Other methods for inducing chemotaxis, such as transwell assays (37), Zigmond chambers (38) , and under-agarose assays (39) rely on transient gradients that make them difficult to optimize. Similarly, micropost arrays have become popular for measuring traction forces due to their relatively simple fabrication and fidelity of results (21) . Their higher sensitivity allowed characterization of subtle traction forces that could not be resolved by polyacrylamide gel technology. However, no direct comparison has been made between results on polyacrylamide gels and micropost arrays to determine what effects the differing geometries may have on resultant force profiles. In this work, we combine the microfluidic device and mPADs to measure DC-substrate stresses in an optimized chemotactic gradient. This type of multiplatform technology for accurately measuring the relationship between force and chemotactic signaling will become increasingly important for elucidating the fundamental mechanisms of cellular migration.
Although the molecular machinery for migration is shared across several subtypes of mammalian cells, traction force profiles vary among cell types (12, 13, 15) . The majority of research on cell-substrate forces has focused on strongly adhesive cell types, such as fibroblasts (15, 18, 19) , smooth muscle cells (20) , epithelial cells (21-23), endothelial cells (24, 25) , and stem cells (26) . Amoeboid cells represent a distinct type of migration that does not use focal adhesions, but rather rapidly remodels the cell shape to achieve locomotion (4) . As an extreme, it has been shown that some leukocytes are capable of migrating in the absence of integrin-based adhesion (3). Although subsequent work has shown that integrins are used in DC motility (2, 7, 41) , no description of traction stresses of dendritic cells has been published until now. We present the first, to our knowledge, traction force maps for DCs showing that these cells concentrate their forces at the leading edge or filopodia. This force profile differs from that of the neutrophil, another leukocyte subtype, which moves by generating squeezing forces in the uropod (12) . The short-lived forces exerted by DC at the leading edge are reminiscent of the forces generated at nascent adhesions in mesenchymal cells. However, the similarity ends there as mesenchymal cells generate stable pulling forces at the lamella behind the leading edge and detachment forces at the uropod (12, 13, 16, 28) . Lämmermann et al. (3) have shown that DCs are capable of migrating in the absence of integrins in vitro and in vivo. Although this result is remarkable, subsequent studies have shown that there are substantial differences in migration when integrins are present (2, 42) , and that TNF-a activated DCs employ a b 2 integrin-dependent mode of transmigration through lymphatic endothelium (6) . Additionally, studies on collagen may be misleading because bone marrow DCs are able to adhere to fibronectin, but not collagen (see the Supporting Material), possibly because they express the a 5 , a V , and b 2 integrin subunits (3) for binding fibronectin (43) , but not the a 1 , a 2 , or a 11 subunits required for binding collagen. Because DCs have a characteristic force profile, we investigated whether migration direction could be predicted from a single force map. In DCs, because the greatest forces are generated at the leading edge, the line of maximal stress is generally found in front of the cell centroid. Additionally, by searching for the global axis of maximal stress, we were able to accurately predict the direction of migration on timescales shorter than the persistence time. Indeed, even when an external gradient could not be sensed due to PTX treatment, the direction of migration could still be predicted. When actomyosin inhibitors are used, the forces are greatly reduced and the axis of maximal stress is a less meaningful predictor.
Migrating cells make use of a spectrum of adhesions to link actomyosin machinery to extracellular substrates. These start as nascent adhesions (44) that may disassemble or mature into focal complexes that may further mature into focal adhesions (45, 46) . Amoeboid cells will often displace a cell diameter or more within minutes, so they must rely on short-lived nascent-type adhesions whereas mesenchymal cells form focal adhesions that last on the order of hours (47, 48) . In our system we find that the characteristic timescale for DC adhesion-based traction forces is 2-3 min, indicating that DCs likely use only nascentlike adhesions, but it remains to be seen what similarities and differences exist between these adhesions and nascent adhesions in N ¼ 10) . The data fit a log-normal distribution (red line) with a mean of 3.0 min and median of 2.3 min. (E) The duration of magnitude of force on a post are correlated. As the characteristic time t increases, the maximum force reached also increases, suggesting a constant energy output from the cell.
Biophysical Journal 101(11) 2620-2628 mesenchymal cell types. Additionally, we find that the duration and magnitude of the force are positively correlated, indicating that the work rate of the cell is constant during post deflection. This may indicate that the molecular clutch (49) between retrograde actin flow and the adhesion is operating in an all-on or all-off mode.
To reach T cells in secondary lymphoid organs, mature dendritic cells must migrate through peripheral tissue, occasionally cross basement membranes, enter lymphatics, and navigate lymphoid tissue in an integrin-mediated fashion (6, 42) . Despite the requirement of integrins for parts of DC migration, to our knowledge no traction force maps have been produced until now. We show here that in addition to actin-based polymerization and myosin-based contraction, DCs are able to use short-lived integrin-based adhesions in leading filopodia to effect migration. Understanding these forces and the pathways that generate them leads us one step closer to being able to manipulate them for therapeutic value.
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